


COLLECTION 

Beautiful, stylish handcrafted 
pet furniture and accessories. 

Our dog and cat beds differ from 
‘traditional baskets’ in that they are genuine 

pieces of miniature furniture of the finest 
quality, with particular attention to design,  

so that they look good in the home.

www.lordlou.com
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Pet furniture can be 

comfortable and beautiful.

Lord Lou has successfully

combined both.

OUR STORY
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we’ve challenged the traditional  

concept of the ‘comfortable pet basket’ 

to become better, more expressive, 

more stylish and more beautiful to 

look at. To become an expression of 

our love and appreciation for our best 

friends, as they should actually be. 

Therefore we also encourage you to 

treat your pet like royalty and offer them 

the best comfort and style available.

Whether it’s for the curious, 

independent feline or the 

affectionate and playful 

dog, we know first-hand what it means to 

love your pet. We know the deep-rooted 

wish to lavish them with attention and the 

best surroundings, so that they can go 

ahead and play, purr, wag their tails and 

generally make us happy. In fact, at Lord 

Lou® we understand this so well that  

LORD LOU



PET FURNITURE
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ANTOINETTE 
Magnificent, rococo style sofa with solid oak frame and exquisite detail. 
Comes in a choice of two sizes and several fabrics. Supplied with matching 
fitted cushion (polyurethane filling). Fabrics have been treated with Teflon® 
dirt and water resistant layer.

charcoal brown anthracite grey burlap grey

Sofa 
burnt oak, aged white

Upholstery
anthracite grey, charcoal brown, burlap grey

Sizes
S  56x46x30 cm
M  76x56x33 cm
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ARTHUR 
Classy Louis XV style bed, with striking curved solid frame made of French oak wood. Supplied 
with matching fitted cushion in various colours (polyurethane filling) for regal comfort! Fabrics 
have been treated with Teflon® dirt and water resistant layer. Arthur sofas in webbing come in 
three sizes. Arthur sofas fully upholstered are available in small and medium.

Sofa
burnt oak, black, aged white

Sizes
S 60x45x34 cm
M 76x56x38 cm
L 96x70x40 cm

royal blue velvet

linen ecru

Upholstered 
stonewashed grey

black velvetsilver grey velvet

Upholstered
anthracite grey

charcoal brown

black velvet, white frame

anthracite grey

Upholstered
stonewashed army green
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Sofa 
burnt oak, old white, black

Sizes
S 49x40x31 cm
M 65x43x35 cm

charcoal brown 

linen ecru

silver grey velvet

royal blue velvet

stonewashed grey

stonewashed grey

burlap grey 

anthracite grey black velvet

jumbo grey

linen ecru anthracite grey

GEORGE 
Classy Louis XVI style bed, with striking curved solid oak frame, fully upholstered or webbing. 
Supplied with matching fitted cushion (polyurethane filling) for regal comfort! Fabrics have 
been treated with Teflon® dirt and water resistant layer. George sofas come in two sizes.
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EDOARDO LIMITED EDITION
This classic sewing leather sofa was inspired by the memorable ‘Bentley-stitch’. Comfortable 
and timeless at the same time, this amazing furniture piece evokes a feeling of contemporary 
‘royal casual’. Craftsmen blend this look with the leather’s natural softness to create a totally 
unique, luxurious experience.  Edoardo genuine leather comes in one size.

Upholstery
Finest Italian leather, Havana brown

EDOARDO FAUX LEATHER 
This classic sewing faux leather sofa was inspired by the memorable ‘Bentley-stitch’ Comfortable  
and timeless at the same time, this amazing furniture piece evokes a feeling of contemporary 
‘royal casual’. Edoardo faux leather comes in three sizes.

Upholstery
Faux leather black Bentley stitch
Faux leather charcoal brown Bentley stitch
Faux leather white Bentley stitch

Faux leather black Faux leather charcoal brown Faux leather white

Size
L  100x80x31 cm

Sizes
S  60x40x27 cm
M 80x60x27 cm
L 96x70x31 cm

Havana brown
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MORRIS STONEWASHED BLACK 
Timeless rectangular wicker weave pet bed designed to fit any interior. 
Whether your dog is a lounger, a leaner or loves a cuddle, this dog sofa is just right 
to keep your pet more than happy whilst showcasing your personal design style. 
Morris pet beds come in three sizes.

Sofa wicker weaving, anthracite grey
Legs black powder coated iron 
Cushion stonewashed black

Sizes
S 58x43x26 cm
M 74x54x32 cm
L 91x68x37 cm
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PACO STONEWASHED  GREY  
Stylish dog bed made of traditional Lloyd Loom in a design that makes Paco 
a true eye catcher in your home. Paco pet bed comes in three sizes.

Sofa Lloyd Loom weaving, white 
Cushion stonewashed canvas grey

Sizes
S 65x52x25 cm
M 83x63x28 cm
L 107x83x32 cm
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VICTOR STONEWASHED MOCHA  
Oval shape pet bed with double-wicker weave in anthracite grey and oak 
wood legs. The shape and unique wooden frame distinguish the Victor 
from the other Lord Lou wicker designs. Whether your dog is a lounger, a 
leaner or loves a cuddle, this dog bed is great to keep your pet happy, whilst 
showcasing your personal design style. Victor sofa comes in two sizes.

Sofa wicker weaving, anthracite grey 
Legs oak wood
Cushion stonewashed mocha

Sizes
S 74x54x26 cm
M 90x65x30 cm
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LUCIANO LIMITED EDITION 
This vintage contemporary sofa is a classical case of modern 
practicality. With a removable soft-leather cover, the Luciano  
fits both modern and country-style interiors equally.

 Size
L 100x80x31cm

Upholstery
Finest Italian leather, black

WHEELY 
Created to functionally fit any place around the house, highly mobile and versatile, but lavishly comfortable 
at the same time. Available in a ravishing dark army green or stonewashed canvas black colour that any 
sensible cat or dog will immediately fancy. Wheels can be secured in one position, so your pet doesn’t do 
any unexpected travelling. The Wheely set consists of a Wheely metal base and a London cushion.

Sizes
S 68,6 x 48,6 x 21 cm
M 88,6 x 68,6 x 23 cm
L 108,6 x 88,6 x 23 cm

Stonewashed black Stonewashed green

MASSIMO LIMITED EDITION 
An elegant and refined piece of furniture, Massimo is handmade of 
beautiful brogan brown leather. Manufactured with an exquisite attention 
to detail, this delicate sofa perfectly matches the ‘sumptuous chic’ interior. 
Legs are wrapped in same leather as bed. Massimo sofa comes in one size.

Size
L 102x76x35 cm

Upholstery 
Finest Italian leather, brogan brown
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PET FEEDERS



ROMA 
Luxury pet feeder, solid oak wood and black powder coated 
iron frame. The bowls are made of a high quality stainless 
steel, suitable for dishwasher cleaning.

MILANO 
Luxury pet feeder made of recycled wood in burnt oak colour. 
The bowls are made of a high quality stainless steel, suitable 
for dishwasher cleaning.

RIVA 
Sophisticated luxury 3 micron silver plated food bowl. 
Lacquer layer makes this exclusive bowl food safe.

Sizes
S 33x17x8 cm / 
 bowls, Ø 8 cm, 0.30 ltr (10 oz)
M 50x23x16 cm
 bowls Ø 14 cm, 0.73 ltr (25 oz)
L 59,5x31x25 cm
 bowls Ø 21 cm, 1.71 ltr (85 oz)

Sizes
S 33x17x6 cm / 
 bowls, Ø 8 cm, 0.30 ltr (10 oz)
M 50x23x9 cm
 bowls Ø 14 cm, 0.73 ltr (25 oz)
L 59,5x31x22 cm
 bowls Ø 21 cm, 1.71 ltr (85 oz)

Sizes
S D 14,5 x H 6,5 cm
M D 19,0 x H 8,0 cm
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ACCESSORIES



COPYCAT ART SCRATCHER 
MONA LISA 
A unique scratching post for your cat! Not only can this Mona Lisa be mounted  
on the wall, she is also fit to be stabilized on the floor. Your purring friend will  
be pleasantly surprised by this special piece of art.

Made of hard-wearing sisal fibres, the Copycat Art Scratcher is a picture with  
a print by one of the Old Masters. Lord Lou has selected three masterpieces  
for this unique scratch post.  
The serene Mona Lisa by Leonardo Da Vinci, Johannes Vermeer’s dreamy  
Girl with the pearl earring and the Still life with flowers in a glass vase by 
Jan Davidsz. de Heem are at the sharp end of cats’ clawing pleasure.

Sizes
Mona Lisa 50x70 cm
Girl with the pearl earring 68x78 cm
Still life with flowers in a glass vase 50x70 cm
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BRUNELLO 
CASHMERE PULLOVER FAMILY 
Lord Lou has carefully selected the finest cashmere for our little four-
legged friends, ensuring they will enjoy the outdoor weather in the same way 
we humans do. The cashmere pullover comes in a beautiful box.

Brunello Beige 
Sizes 8 – 10 – 12

Brunello Anthracite 
Sizes 8 – 10 – 12

3 Sizes: 
8 – 10 – 12

BRUNELLO 
CASHMERE PULLOVER 
Lord Lou has carefully selected the finest cashmere for our little four-legged friends 
ensuring a comfortable outdoor walk. The cashmere pullover comes in a beautiful 
gift box. Available in three sizes and two colours: anthracite grey and beige.

beige anthracite 

Sizes
8 – 10 – 12
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CUSHIONS & PLAIDS



MAX CUSHION 
Comfortable cushion made of washable soft faux fur.  
Dry tumble at low temperature.

blonde wolf grey wolf silver fox

Sizes
XS 40x50x8 cm
S 70x50x10 cm
M 90x70x10 cm
L 110x90x10 cm
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BLITZ PLAID
Luxury plaid in beautiful, faux fur, silver fox and ivory. 
Machine washable and dry tumbling at low temperature.

WINSTON PLAID
Nice and soft one size plaid, made of 100% cotton featuring  
Lord Lou logo. Winston is a comfortable throw to put either in your  
Lord Lou sofa or why not on your own sofa? This unique plaid comes  
with a nice gift box. Spoil your own four-legged friend or your  
friend’s pet with this beautiful plaid!

LONDON CUSHION
The London cushion is one of Lord Lou’s most recent cushion 
designs which is unique on its own, but at the same time the 
London cushion matches 100% with the Wheely base. Available in 
ravishing dark army green or stonewashed canvas black that any 
sensible cat or dog will immediately fancy.

TOM 
Cosy faux fur cushions, machine wash and dry tumble at low 
temperature. Tom cushions fit perfectly with George S and M or 
Arthur S sofa.

One size, 145 x 130 cm

One size, 100 x 140 cm

Sizes 
S 70x50x16 cm
M 90x70x18 cm
L 110x90x18 cm

Sizes
S 44×37 cm
M 64×50 cm

ivory silver fox

Stonewashed canvas black
Stonewashed canvas green
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